
 
 

Two extremes we could fall into:

God’s Word calls us to respond in _______________ AND _____________ .

As Christians, we should not let our stories shape our lives more than God’s truth.
God’s Word should shape us more than our stories. His story is bigger and holds the
real power.

Stereotypes fail because…

It is most helpful to view all people as made ____ ______ _____________ ____ _________ .

As Christians we are called to ______________ on the Word of God.

Examples of courage in Scripture:

Actions to take: 

Resources
Disclaimer: These are resources we have found to be committed to truth, and they
have been helpful to our learning on the topics we discussed, but we cannot
necessarily stand by every statement they make on all issues. Please consult them
with discernment and always compare everything you hear and read to God’s Word. 

Christian Answers to Cultural Questions
Sarah DeSonne, Marlisa Sanchez, Erika Simpson



Podcasts: 

        The World and Everything In It by WORLD Radio

      Breakpoint by the Colson Center for Christian Worldview

      Sheologians by Summer White and Joy Temby

      The Alisa Childers Podcast by Alisa Childers
Books:

       “Fault Lines” by Voddie Baucham

       “Under Our Skin” by Benjamin Watson 

       “Love Thy Body” by Nancy Pearcy

       “Irreversible Damage” by Abigail Shrier

Ephesians 4:14-16 NASB 1995
As a result, we are no longer to be children, tossed here and there by waves and carried
about by every wind of doctrine, by the trickery of men, by craftiness in deceitful
scheming; but speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him who

is the head, even Christ, from whom the whole body, being fitted and held together by
what every joint supplies, according to the proper working of each individual part,
causes the growth of the body for the building up of itself in love.


